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1. Intrroduction
Lower limb am
L
mputees experrience a 20 peercent increasee in
m
metabolic
energgy consumptioon during norm
mal walking [11], a
d
disadvantage
thhat can be reduuced by active prostheses [2,, 3].
A
Amputees
alsoo experience an
a increased raate of falls [4], a
d
deficit
that hass not yet been addressed by active prostheses.
S
Such
falls mighht be due to deccreased stabilitty, suggesting that
s
stabilizing
prossthesis control could have a benefit. To stuudy
d
dynamic
stabiliity in amputeess, we will use a limit-cycle baased
s
simulation
approach. Similarr approaches have
h
been usedd to
s
stabilize
walkinng robots [5, 6,
6 7] and to expplain fundamenntal
a
aspects
of ablee-bodied [8] annd clinical [9]] human gait. We
p
propose
to applly this techniquue to study ampputee gait stabillity.
JJoint actuation,, in particular at
a the hip and annkle, may provvide
u
useful
control iinputs for stabiilizing amputeee gait. In robottics,
h actuation has
hip
h received attention
a
as ann effective conntrol
in
nput [5, 7]. M
Most lower-limb
b amputees maintain
m
control of
th
heir hips, yet exhibit
e
reducedd stability. Perhhaps differencees in
a
ankle
actuationn and sensing could help exxplain this defi
ficit,
w
while
improvem
ments to prostthetic ankle fuunction could help
h
r
restore
balancee. Both nominaal [6] and step--to-step variatiions
o [6, 7] ankle aactuation param
of
meters influencce stability in liimit
c
cycle
robots. W
We will investiggate these ideas in a simple moodel
w powered hhip and ankle joints and comppare the influeence
with
o different conntrol inputs onn stability. If annkle control haas a
of
s
significant
effect compared too hip control, we
w might enhaance
s
stability
for am
mputees with prrosthetic ankless.
The control of robotic assistiv
T
ve devices muust address several
c
challenging
prroblems not faced by waalking robots or
n
non-amputee
h
humans,
such as
a limited statee information and
a
asymmetric
ankkle actuation. A robotic ankkle can gain only
o
lo
ocal ankle infoormation and contains
c
states unavailable to the
a
amputee’s
biollogical controll system. Am
mputees also have
h
a
asymmetric
ankkle actuation annd asymmetric gaits overall [10],
w
which
may affeect stability. We
W will model tthese features and
s
study
their effects.
The purpose of
T
o this study was
w to explorre controllers that
t
im
mprove stabiliity for lower-liimb amputees. We developeed a
liimit-cycle moddel of amputee gait, focused on
o ankle actuatiion,
a studied thee effects of nom
and
minal ankle acttuation parameeters
a various stepp-to-step LQR
and
R control designns on stability. We
c
compared
the effectiveness of ankle annd hip actuattion

mpensate for
strategiies, and investiigated state esttimation to com
data inaaccessible to eiither the humaan or the prosthhesis.
2. Methods and Results
We devveloped a limitt cycle walkingg model (A), annd used it to
study the
th effects of aankle actuationn (B) and the iinfluence of
asymm
metric walking (C) on stabilitty. We evaluatted stability
using raandom disturbaances to floor height
h
during w
walking.
A. Moodel
We devveloped a simpple model of walking
w
to invvestigate the
effect of
o ankle actuaation on stabiliity (Figure 1a)) and found
limit cyycles with featuures similar to human
h
gait. Thhe ankle was
actuateed by mimickking the anklle-torque relattionship of
able-boodied humans [[11]. This relationship was appproximated
by a pieecewise linear curve with twoo parameters, aankle torque
offset and ankle stifffness (Figuree 1b). Hip acttuation was
w a low-stifffness spring
modeleed as either a Spring Hip, with
and noo damping, oor a PD Hip
p, with criticaally-damped
proporttional derivativve control to keep
k
fixed stepp length [5].
Various limit cycles were found with
w identical speed (1.25
m·s-1), and step lengthh (0.7 m).
We alsoo designed stepp-to-step state feedback contrrollers using
LQR. At
A the end of each step, modeel states were ccompared to
desiredd states, controol inputs weree calculated, and
a changes
appliedd in the next sttep. We used thhis technique to
t modulate
ankle toorque offset, nominal hip anggle, and/or hip stiffness.
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Figure 1:
1 Model. (a) Dynaamic model: this unnder-actuated moddel shows angle
representtation with a lumpeed mass at the hip and
a on each leg. φ0 is nominal hip
angle. Thhe walker also shoows three differennt continuous dynamics, and the
arrows reepresent transitionss. From the full actu
uation phase, the w
walker can go to
either doouble support or unnder actuation. Th
he decision is baseed on either the
heel strikke event of the swinng leg or heel off of
o the stance leg. W
When the walker
is in the under actuation phhase, it eventuallyy arrives to doublee support phase
once swiing leg hits the gground. Then the walker comes baack to the full
actuationn phase by going through the toe off
o event (stance lleg). (b) Ankle
angle-torrque curve: τoffset - constant torque offset. K-stiffnesss. Dorsiflexion
ankle torque is calculated aas K times ankle an
ngle, and the plantaar flexion ankle
torque is calculated as K tim
mes ankle angle pllus τoffset.
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Figure 2: Parameteer study. (a) Stabillity measure vs. annkle parameters. Open:
F
O
o
open
loop. Hip Coontrol: hip stiffneess step-to-step coontrol. Ankle Conntrol:
a
ankle
torque offseet step-to-step conntrol. Different annkle stiffness pressents
d
different
stability. The results suggest that ankle torquue offset control iss the
m effective to im
most
mprove stability. (bb) Energy input vss. ankle parameterss.
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C. Asym
mmetric ankle actuation effeccts on stability
Roboticc prostheses may only have direct
d
access to measures of
its ownn states, makingg the state feeddback control sttrategy used
here moore difficult. Thhe intact limb loses
l
informatiion from the
amputaated joint and surrounding tiissues. To enabble realistic
implem
mentation of LQ
QR, we designeed state estimaators using a
Kalmann filter. The robotic ankle on the afffected limb
estimatted the full staate of the systeem using anklee states and
calculaated control inputs
i
using the same gaiin matrices
calculaated previouslyy. The intact lim
mb used stancee and swing
leg infoormation to esttimate the full state, and also,, separately,
perform
med control acctions at the inntact hip and ankle
a
joints.
We theen tested three combinations of controls: roobotic ankle
controll, intact limb ccontrol, and siimultaneous, bbut separate,
controll of both limbss. Figure 3b shhows that evenn if only the
roboticc ankle is coontrolled, stab
bility can bee increased
significcantly comparred to open loop.
l
Lower stability of
controllling both lim
mbs using statte estimation shows that
informaation loss mighht be a fundam
mental cause of the reduced
stabilityy observed in amputees. Evven though thee effects of
prostheetic ankle contrrol in concert with
w amputee ccontrol were
modestt, there could bbe benefits due to reduced conntrol effort.
3. Open questtions

(b)

Figure 3: Stabilityy measures. (a) Com
F
mparing of spring hip and PD controolled
h (fixed step lenngth). Open meanns there is no stepp to step control. Hip
hip
C
Control:
spring hip – hip stiffness con
ntrol, PD hip – nom
minal hip angle conntrol.
A
Ankle
Control: ankkle torque offset control. Ankle + Hip
H Control: both ankle
a
toorque offset and hiip control. Maxim
mum random height plot shows that ankle
a
control provides inncreased stability with/without
w
step-tto-step hip controll. (b)
S
Stability
result conssidering limited staate information. PD
D hip is used. Leftt plot
shhows open loop w
walker (open), and ankle
a
and hip conttrolled walker (conntrol)
u
using
full state infformation. In righht plot, affected liimb controlled waalker
(aaffected limb), inttact limb controlleed walker (intact limb), and both liimbs
controlled walker (both
(
limb) are shhown. For the asyymmetric limb conntrol,
fu states are estim
full
mated using availab
ble states. The results show that with state
estimation, the robootic ankle can increase walking stabiility compared to open.
o

B. Effects of aankle actuation on stability
B
W measured stability and energy
We
e
use whhile varying annkle
s
stiffness
in the Spring Hip model
m
(Figure 22), and found that
o
open-loop
stability was stron
ngly affected, with an optim
mum
n the net stifffness observed
near
d in human waalking [11]. Usee of
s
step-to-step
feeedback controll at the hip oor ankle increaased
d
disturbance
rejjection, but did
d not alter this
t
trend. Annkle
s
stiffness
influennced prematurre heel rise angles and collission
tiiming [12] whiich in turn seem
m to have affeccted stability.
We also compaared several hip
W
h and ankle control
c
strateggies,
a found that ankle control always
and
a
had a significant
s
imppact.
W compared peak disturbaance rejection using ankle-onnly,
We
h
hip-only,
and annkle-plus-hip state
s
feedback control
c
in bothh the
S
Spring
Hip andd PD Hip moddels, all at the same speed, step
s
leength, and heeel rise angle (F
Figure 3a). PD
D Hip control and
s
step-to-step
conntrol of hip parrameters both im
mproved stabillity,
c
consistent
with prior results [5
5]. Yet even in the PD Hip moodel,
s
step-to-step
moodulation of thhe ankle torquee offset parameter
a
alone
nearly dooubled disturbaance rejection ccapacity, twicee the
e
effect
of hip ccontrol alone. This suggestss that approprriate
s
step-to-step
moodulation of pro
osthetic ankle torques
t
could lead
l
to
o improved waalking balance for amputees.

Will thhe effects of aankle control be
b as significaant in a 3D
model of walking? C
Can our stabiliizing controlleers be made
even m
more robust bby non-linear control techhniques, for
instancce mapping to the limit cyclle from states outside the
linear region? How significant arre the tradeofffs between
energy consumption and stability? Can the presennt results be
usefullyy applied to reaal assistive devvices? Let us discuss.
d
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